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The art of glass box making (vanady in Farsi) is a traditional art which 
is combining glass and tinfoil to make different containers to store 
valuables and jewellery which was at its peak since two centuries ago 
in Iran. 
From what we know today the origin of this craft was Sanandaj the From what we know today the origin of this craft was Sanandaj the 
Capital of Kurdistan in Iran and the oldest glass boxes made goes back 
to 250 years ago. "Vanady" in Kurdish means a clear surface which 
can be seen through but generally used for glass. 
Unfortunately, the art of glass box making which was one of the most 
popular crafts in the Kurdistan region was gradually forgotten about 
in the past decades. 
Our business “Sara Queen of Vanady"aims to regenerate this precious Our business “Sara Queen of Vanady"aims to regenerate this precious 
heritage and has started producing glass boxes in all shapes, sizes and 
dimensions. By upgrading the production procedure and quality of 
products we are now producing hundreds of varieties using brass, 
steel and copper, also combining glass with Khatam, timber, marble 
and stain glass art which has diversified and attracted many 
consumers within and outside Iran. 
These products are advertised and distributed by the branding of These products are advertised and distributed by the branding of 
“Plant Lady", “Persian Diamond” or “Sara queen of vanady”, we aim to 
bring back the forgotten crafts and modify them to the needs of the 
time and have a part in producing practical and usable handicrafts for 
everyone's home.
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Our products are made with a special elexir called love.
You may probably feel it.

Vanady Handicrafts
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Plant Lady(golbanoo in Persian)Workshop tries to win the satisfaction 
of the customers through producing exquisite and practical products 
by a group of skillful artists of all age groups.
The main objective of Plant Lady is to produce high-quality products and 
win the trust of customers through their satisfaction and happiness 
across the world.
Not only we want to be present in your homes, but also want to remain Not only we want to be present in your homes, but also want to remain 
in your hearts and memories.





ANNE
DECORATIVE BOX 

steel and glass 
size : 15X15
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VANADY, a combination of glass, brass, 
copper and steel, artistically crafted by 
hand. More than 250 models of products of 
SARA QUEEN OF VANADY brand are 
named on the basis of different types of 
stones, planets, celestial bodies and other 
natural objects.
One of the usages of the glass boxes, like One of the usages of the glass boxes, like 
our Marble Box, is for keeping bracelets, 
necklaces, rings and other ornaments, which 
adds to the beauty of the room.

Silver Glass Box is used for keeping jewelry Silver Glass Box is used for keeping jewelry 
and is also used as a vase for holding 
flowers, particularly forever rose, which 
gives a special effect to the flower and its 
surrounding environment
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steel and glass
size : 7.5X7.5X7.5
all product can be produced using
mirrors instead of glass

brass and glass
size : 20X20X4

brass and glass 2mm
size : 20X28X4



Usage : Tissue Box
Size : 22X12X07cm

Usage : Tissue Box
Size : 22X12X07cm

Usage : Cutlery Box
Size : 22X12X07cm

Usage : Jewelry Box as
well as Dried Nuts,

Dried Fruits and Chocolates
Size : 15X15X04cm

Usage : Chocolate, Coffee
Biscuit, Dried Nuts, Jewelry

and Ornaments Box
Size : 25X10X07cm
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Tissue Box is one of the most widely 
used items at homes and offices. This 
innovative handicraft that is crafted 
with glass and mirror has turned to be 
one of the most popular products. 

Tissue box
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ACCESSORIES

Small exquisite boxes for keeping chocolates, 
teabags, and cookies at homes and offices

VANADY Handicrafts
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THE MODERN
Sara Queen of Vanady



size : 10X10x10

We are capable of producing items and boxes in 
accordance with the customer’s tastes and order. 
Motifs, paintings, stained glass, photo laser cuts, 
company’s brands and Patina Paints are crafted on 
the glass that give a different effect to the items. 
Customers are welcomed to order their favorite 
photos and pictures to be engraved on the glass. 

A
C

B

size : 20X20X07cm

usage : tissue box
size : 22X12X07cm
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TISSUE BOX
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size : 22X12X07

steel, resin and glass
size : 20X20 & 25X25



steel and glass
size : 20X20X10

steel and glass
size : 20X20X10

Among the products of our workshop, 
there are various types of cosmetic 
storage boxes.

VANADY GLASS BOX
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Usage : Reception tray
Size : 26X20X03cm

Usage : stationery cosmetics
and ornaments Box
Size : 20X10X07cm

Usage : brush, candle
Size : 14X08X08cm

Usage : Chocolate, Coffee,
Biscuit,Dried Nuts, Jewelry

and Ornaments Box
Size : 20X28X07cm
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JEWELRY BOX
VANADY GLASS BOX
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Our products are made of glass and 
mirror with 2mm or 4mm diameters. The 
items and boxes that are made of mirrors 
with 4mm width enjoy a different effect 
because of the cuttings on their edges 

and their charming facets

A

usage : trash bin
size : 20X20X17/5

VANADY GLASS BOX



B

Usage : Jewelry 
size : 20X10X15 JEWELRY BOX

VANADY GLASS BOX
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SPECIAL ACCESSORIES

CONTAINED LOVE
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CANDLE HOLDER
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VANADY GLASS BOX
Kitchen is a special place to the housewives. We have 
designed exquisite dishes for kitchen as well as the dining 
room. Placing these dishes and boxes in the house will add 
to the beauty of its setting.           
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WE BELIEVE YOU DESERVE
THE BEST

Usage : Fruit, nuts, sweets
in 4 sizes

usage : Dried Nuts chocolate     
size : 15X15X10

A

B
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Crafting items by using marble stone, or a combination of 
stone and glass, decorated by motifs and patterns, are 
among our handicrafts that bring exquisite Eastern art to 
your homes or offices.
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DECORATINGBOX

A

B

size : 15X15X15
made by stone

Painting by professional artists

Khatam is an ancient Persian technique of inlaying. It is a version of marquetry 
where art forms are made by decorating the surface of wooden articles with 
delicate pieces of wood, bone and metal precisely-cut intricate geometric 
patterns. Khatam-kari or khatam-bandi refers to the art of crafting a 
khatam. Common materials used in the construction of inlaid articles 
are gold, silver, brass, aluminum and twisted wire. 
Atena( code B) is combination of glass and Khatam.

size : 22X27 - 3 Parts
made by glass and khatam



accessories

IMMANENT PERSIAN ART

Usage : accessories
Size : 20X17cm
Size : 32X26 cm
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ALVAND
sara queen of vanady



Vitray is the art of painting on glass and we
decorate some of  our products this way.

VITRAY
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our story is about a girl named Sara who had 
big dreams. Since she was a little girl she always 
prayed to have enough power, understanding 
and knowledge to be able to make a positive 
change or a footprint in this world. Deep down 
in her heart, she knew God is watching and will 
guide her to the right path when the time is 
right. With the faith and the strong will she 
had, she listened to her heart every step of the 
way and stayed patient when things took a turn.
Being interested in art and design she studied Being interested in art and design she studied 
and worked in Fashion, interior design and 
horticulture industries. On this path many 
failures occurred, it seemed nothing was 
working out. After 8 years of chasing her 
dream but nothing feeling quite right and not 
working out she felt maybe she had to stop, as 
she was only wasting her youth, time and 
money. She was also losing her faith as she felt 
her prayers were not being answered. One day 
when things were just at their worst and she 
was about to make the decision to quit her 
dreams and live an ordinary life, she received a 
text message from a total stranger who asked 
if she was interested in partnering to produce 
glass boxes. A meeting was arranged and the 
business started with a handful of people in 
the basement of her house. Now after 3 years 
of hard continues work, their business has 
become one of the most professional and 
high-quality producers of its kind in the region.
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Archeological studies show that from the Neolithic 
period onward, stones were used for decoration and 
ornamentation in the world and throughout history 
they have been used in traditional medicine for 
treatment purposes. each of them is manifestation of 
the beauty and charm that the universe has bestowed 
upon natural creatures. 
For instance, it is said that ruby energizes the body For instance, it is said that ruby energizes the body 
and has strong positive effects on high-spiritedness; it 
also increases enthusiasm for a better life, increases 
self-confidence and it is said that it has a positive 
impact on the “Root Chakra”. 
Other stones too are said to have some positive 
physical and mental impacts.

WE ARE INVENTING WE ARE INVENTING 
WITH SPIRITUAL INTENTIONS.
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